In this work, a mathematical model of a fixed-bed bioreactor for the animal cell culture is developed to study the optimization and the scale-up of this bioreactor. Several cell populations are considered: the cells in suspension in the medium at the beginning of the process and the adhering cells to the fixed-bed. The model includes a capture rate kinetic of the cells in suspension by the fixed-bed and a spatial distribution of the nutrient and by-product concentrations in the fixed-bed. Therefore, the model reports the potential gradients of the cell concentrations in the fixed-bed. Some model parameters are experimentally identified and the model is validated using experimental data obtained with two pilot bioreactors. The model is used as a simulation tool to study the influence of the bioreactor design or the velocity field of the culture medium on the cell concentration gradients in the fixed-bed bioreactor and to optimize the operating conditions, the design, and the scale-up of this bioreactor.
1.

Introduction
Animal cell cultures are more and more realized to produce various complex biopharmaceuticals (Blüml 2007; Decker et al. 2007 ). There are two kinds of animal cell cultures: suspended cell cultures and adhering cell cultures. The high cell concentration that can be reached with the adhering cell cultures makes them attractive for the commercial processes (Sun et al. 2003; Sipsas et al. 2009 ). In a fixed-bed bioreactor, the cells adhere to porous carriers. A stacking of these carriers is kept in a compartment of the bioreactor, called the fixed-bed (FB). The culture medium flows through the fixed-bed to transport extracellular species (to carry the nutrients to the adhering cells and to evacuate the by-products) (Meuwly 2006) .
The main advantages of the fixed-bed bioreactor are the high cell concentration, the cell retention with a weak cell exposition to the shear stresses and the easiness of the medium perfusion. Nevertheless, the fixed-bed bioreactor presents some drawbacks, such as a difficult monitoring of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed during the process and the presence of cell concentration gradients (Fassnacht et al. 1999; Warnock et al. 2005) . The homogeneity of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed during the whole process is very important to reach the best yield of the bioreactor (Sadettin et al. 2005; Nienow 2006) . Indeed, different cell concentrations can lead to different cell metabolisms, influencing the quality of the final biopharmaceutical. These drawbacks make difficult the operation, the optimization and the scale-up of the fixed-bed bioreactor.
Artelis S.A., a biotechnological company, develops a fixed-bed bioreactor for the adhering VERvert Origin (VERO) cell culture. This bioreactor is called iCELLis. A mathematical model of this fixed-bed bioreactor can be used to improve the control of the bioreactor and can contribute to the efficiency definition of the operating conditions leading to the homogeneity of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed. The gradients of the cell and the extracellular species concentrations inside a single carrier have been considered in several models developed in previous works (Tramper 1995; Fassnacht et al. 1999; Pörtner et al. 2005) . The extrapolation from a single carrier to a stacking of carriers is seldom reported in the literature. Furthermore, the few available models in the literature do not enable to explain the magnitude of the cell concentration gradients in the iCELLis bioreactor. Therefore, two objectives are defined in this work.
The first objective of this work is to develop a model of a fixed-bed bioreactor used for animal cell cultures considering the scale of the stacking of the carriers. This model is applied to two pilot bioreactor of Artelis S.A..
During the cell culture, a cell inoculum is injected in the medium. The first cells are in suspension in the medium and can circulate through the fixed-bed.
When the cells approach the carriers, they can adhere. An adhering cell grows and dies. As the cell growth is much slower than the cell adherence (see section 0), the adherence of the whole suspended cells is assumed to be realized before the beginning of the cell growth. In order to facilitate the calculation, the model is split in two submodels (one for the adherence phase, one for the growth phase). A spatial distribution of the concentrations of the cells and the extracellular species in the fixed-bed is included in both submodels.
A first group of cell cultures and simulations is realized to identify some models parameters. A second group of cell cultures and simulations is also realized to validate the model.
The second objective of this work is to use the validated model as a simulation tool to realize quickly and inexpensively a third group of virtual cell cultures. These virtual cell cultures enable to analyze the influence of several operating conditions on the homogeneity of the cell and the species concentrations in the fixed-bed. This analysis enables to emphasize several propositions to increase the homogeneity, to optimize and to scale up the process towards the industrial scale.
This work is organized as follows. The iCELLis bioreactor and the progress of the cell culture in this bioreactor are presented in section 2. The submodels of the fixed-bed bioreactor are developed in section 0. The materials and methods used in this work are presented in section 0. The results are discussed in section 5. Section 5 is divided in three subsections: (1) the identification of the submodel parameters, (2) the submodel validation, (3) the analysis of the cell concentration homogeneity. Finally, section 6 summarizes the obtained results and presents the conclusions of this work.
Global description of the cell culture in the iCELLis bioreactor
The iCELLis bioreactor is schematically presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . An immersed pump delivers the culture medium at the bottom of the fixed-bed. The fixed-bed is a porous stacking of porous carriers. The medium percolates through this stacking of carriers. Then, the medium flows through a gas-liquid transfer system, a falling liquid film, to be oxygenated. A feeding system supplies the medium with extracellular species. Then, the medium returns into the pump.
To initialize the cell culture, a cell inoculum is injected in the culture medium. These cells are in suspension in the medium. During the medium percolation throughout the stacking of carriers, these cells are partially captured by a granular filtration phenomenon. The captured cells cannot circulate with the medium throughout the fixed-bed but they do not adhere to the carriers yet (First step of the cell adherence phase) (Healthcare 2005; Eibl et al. 2009 ). When the captured cells in suspension approach the carriers, they can adhere to the carriers and thus are immobilized by the fixed-fixed. In adherence to the carrier fibers, the adhering cells grow and die. 
Mathematical model of the fixed-bed bioreactor
The two submodels are defined in a cylindrical coordinates, with an axisymmetry around the axis . The radial coordinate ( ) is between and ( is the radius of the fixed-bed, in ). The axial coordinate is between 0 and ( is the height of the fixed-bed, in ).
The submodels lies on cell balance equations in the fixed-bed and in the culture medium outside the fixed-bed. The balance equations in the fixed-bed are defined in section 3.1.1 for the adherence phase and in section 0 for the growth phase. As the culture medium volume in the gas-liquid transfer system ( ) and in the medium feeding system ( ) are much smaller than in the pump ( ), the culture medium outside the fixed-bed is assumed to be only the culture medium in the pump. The cell balance equations for the medium in the pump are defined in section 0. The boundary and initial conditions of the cell balance equations in the fixed-bed and in the pump are defined in section 0.
Cell balance equations in the fixed-bed
Adherence phase
In this work, the cell growth and the cell death are assumed to be negligible during the adherence phase. Therefore, three cell populations are considered: (1) the viable cells in suspension in the medium, of which concentration is written (number of cells per unit of the culture medium volume, in ), (2) the viable captured cells in suspension in the medium, of which concentration is written (number of cells per unit of the culture medium volume, in ) and (3) the viable cells adhering to the fixed-bed, of which concentration is written (number of cells per unit of the apparent volume of the fixed-bed, in ). Eq. (1) is a balance equation for . The first and the second terms of the right-hand side member are related to the radial and the axial dispersion, respectively. The third term is related to the axial convection. The last term is the cell capture rate by the fixed-bed.
, and are the axial velocity field of the medium in the fixed-bed (in ), the radial dispersion coefficient (in ) and the axial dispersion coefficient (in ), respectively. The kinetic of the cell capture rate is assumed to be first order with respect to (Leclerc 1998) .
is the kinetic parameter of the cell capture rate (in ). This parameter depends on the operating conditions. When these conditions are fixed, is constant during the whole culture. In the following, this parameter is called kinetic constant of the cell capture.
(1) Eq. (2) is a balance equation for . The first term of the right-hand side member is the cell capture rate by the fixed-bed. The second term is the cell adherence rate. The adherence kinetic of the captured cells in suspension is assumed to be first order with respect to (Kiremitci et al. 1989; Sun et al. 2000) .
is the kinetic constant of the adherence rate of the captured cells in suspension (in ).
Eq. (3) is a balance equation for . The time evolution of is only related to the cell adherence. The ratio of the medium volume in the fixed-bed ( in ) and the apparent fixed-bed volume ( in ) appears in the right-hand side member to have coherent unit.
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Growth phase
In this work, the concentration of the viable cells in suspension is assumed to be negligible during the growth phase. During this phase, the adhering cells grow and die. The adhering cells are assumed to be immobilized and not able to move on the carrier. Therefore, two cell populations are considered: (1) the cells adhering to the fixed-bed and (2) the dead cells in suspension, of which concentration is written (number of cells per unit of the culture medium volume, in ).
Eq. (7) is a balance equation for . The time evolution of is modeled by a Verhulst logistic model with a maximal adhering cell concentration imposed by the available surface on the carriers. If the extracellular species concentrations in the medium are kept constant, the Verhulst logistic model enables to simulate the time evolution of with constant model parameters during the whole growth phase (see section 0). In the Verhulst logistic model, the growth kinetic is assumed to be first order with respect to and the death kinetic is assumed to be second order with respect to (Jolivet et al. 1982; Ricklefs et al. 2003) . is the specific growth rate of the adhering cells (in ) . is the kinetic constant of the death rate of the adhering cells (in ). The maximal adhering cell concentration is written (in ).
The specific growth rate depends on the extracellular species concentrations. This dependence is assumed to follow a Monod equation (Eq. (8) ). In Eq. (8), is the maximal specific growth rate of the adhering cells (in ) and are the Monod constants (in ) for the various involved extracellular species (Möhler et al. 2008) . In this work, three extracellular species are considered as limiting species for the cell growth: (i = 1) glucose, (i = 2) glutamine and (i = 3) oxygen. Two extracellular species are considered as inhibiting species for the cell growth: (i = 4) ammonia and (i = 5) lactate (Hassel et al. 1991; Matsuoka et al. 2005; Möhler et al. 2008) . Eq. (9) (written for 1 to 5) is a balance equations for the five extracellular species, of which concentrations are written (in ). The radial dispersion, the axial dispersion and the axial convection are considered. The consumption or production rate of the extracellular species by the cells is assumed to be first order with respect to . is the kinetic constant of the cell metabolic rate (in ). is negative if the species is consumed and positive if the species is produced. 
Cell balance equations in the pump
The medium in the pump is assumed to be perfectly mixed. Therefore, Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) are the balance equations for the suspended cell and the extracellular species concentration on the medium in the pump (written and , respectively). In these equations, the first term of the right-hand side member is related to the medium leaving the pump to the bottom of the fixed-bed and the medium coming from the top of the fixed-bed into the pump.
is the mean residence time of the medium in the pump (in ) . and are the suspended cell and the extracellular species concentrations at the inlet of the pump (in and , respectively). These concentrations are defined as the mass-averaged values of and at the outlet of the fixed-bed (Eq. (12) where is an arbitrary variable representing and ). The second term of the right-hand side member of Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) is related to the medium feeding rate.
is the characteristic time of the medium feeding rate (in ).
and are the suspended cell and the extracellular species concentrations in the feeding medium (in and , respectively). The third term of the right-hand side member of Eq. (11) is related to the oxygen mass transfer in the gas-liquid transfer system (for oxygen, = 3).
(in ) is the mass transfer coefficient of the gas-liquid transfer system. is the saturation concentration in the species in the culture medium (only defined for oxygen) and is the Kronecker delta. 
Boundary and initial conditions
As the medium in the pump is assumed to be perfectly mixed (see section 0), at the inlet of the fixed-bed ( ), and equal the suspended cell concentration and the species concentrations in the outlet of the pump. These boundary conditions, given in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) , are the links between the cell balance equations defined in the fixed-bed and those in the pump. 
Materials and methods
Bioreactors and cell cultures
VERO cells are cultivated in OptiPRO TM Serum Free Medium (Invitrogen 2006 ) with the addition of glucose and glutamine. The initial medium composition is given in Table 1 . The same composition is used for the medium feeding. The feeding control system regulates the medium feeding rate. This regulation keeps in the ranges given in Table 2 , according to the rules of "good practices" (Hauser et al. 1997) . During the adherence phase, the medium feeding system is switch off in order to avoid losing cells in suspension in the medium. During the growth phase, the medium feeding rate is between 0 and . The medium flow through the fixed-bed generates shear stresses. To avoid detaching the adhering cells of the carriers by these shear stresses, has to be smaller than . This condition has been experimentally identified in previous cell cultures. The cultures are realized with between and . The temperature is regulated to 36.8°C. The pH is regulated between 7.18 and 7.22. The mass transfer coefficient of the gas-liquid system is between and , depending on the value of . These values of have been experimentally identified (data not shown in this work).
Two pilot bioreactors, called FBB 1 (iCELLis bioreactor) and FBB 2 , are used ( Table 3 . is experimentally determined by the Trypan Blue Dye Exclusion method (Freshney 2005) . In the bioreactor FBB 1 ,
is measured with a biomass sensor placed inside the fixed-bed (in ) (Cerckel et al. 1993; Fogale nanotech 2010) . The size of the biomass sensor does not enable to use it in the bioreactor FBB 2 . Therefore, is experimentally determined on samples of BioNOCII TM carriers by the cry stal violet method at the end of the culture (Freshney 2005) . Some BioNOCII TM carriers are sampled at the top, at the middle and at the bottom of the fixed-bed ( ; ; ). The concentrations of glucose, glutamine, lactate and ammonia in the medium in the pump are experimentally determined by a BioProfile analyser
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Two groups of cell culture are realized. The first group is composed of nine cell cultures. The results of these cell cultures are compared to the computed results using the submodels in order to identify their parameters. These cell cultures are realized with special operating conditions summarized in Table 4 . These conditions enable to simplify the submodel equations and to facilitate the parameter identification. The second group is composed of three cell cultures. The results of these cell cultures are compared to the computed results using the submodels and the identified parameters in order to validate the submodels. The operating conditions for these cell cultures are summarized in Table 5 . 
Model equations resolution
A hand-made code is developed with MatLab 6.5. The computational domain is a two dimensional cylindrical reference frame ( ). is between and . is between 0 and . The computational domain is regularly meshed with square elements. Different element sizes have been tested. For an element size smaller than , the solution of the equations is not anymore dependent on the element size.
In the developed code, the Finite Volume Method is used to solve the cell balance equations of the submodels. The term of the convective transport in Eq.
(1) and Eq. (9) is discretized using a first order upwind discretization scheme. The terms of the dispersion transport in Eq. (1) and Eq. (9) are discretized using a second order discretization scheme. The time derivatives are discretized using a first order implicit scheme. These discretized equations are solved with a NewtonRaphson algorithm.
Three groups of the simulations are realized with the submodels. The first group of simulations is realized to identify the submodel parameters. The parameters of these simulations are summarized in Table 6 . These simulations correspond to the cell cultures presented in Table 4 . For given values of the submodel parameters, the cell concentrations are computed with the submodels and compared to the experimentally determined concentrations. The parameters are adjusted to identify the parameter values minimizing the difference between both concentrations. The second group of simulations is realized to validate the submodels. The parameters of these simulations are summarized in Table 7 . These simulations correspond to the cell cultures presented in Table 5 . The cell concentrations are computed using the submodels and the identified parameter values. A comparison of the computed and the experimentally determined cell concentrations enables to validate the submodels. The third group of simulations is realized to study the influence of several phenomena and parameters on the homogeneity of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed. The parameters of these simulations are summarized in Table 8 . To study the influence of a phenomenon, simulations are realized with various values of the characteristic submodel parameter of this phenomenon, all other parameters being kept constant.
Model parameters identification
Radial and axial dispersion coefficients
The radial and the axial dispersion coefficients are evaluated from the radial and the axial Bodenstein numbers (Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) where is the BioNOCII TM equivalent diameter calculated as the ratio of the carrier volume and the carrier surface, ). For the culture conditions used in this work, the radial Bodenstein number is between 10 and 11 and the axial Bodenstein number is between 0.5 and 2 (Villermaux 1994; Delgado 2006) . The ranges of the radial and the axial dispersion coefficients values, deduced from the ranges of and , are given in Table 9 . From the values of these coefficients, it can be considered that the dispersion is mainly due to the convection. Diffusion does not
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Axial velocity field in the fixed-bed
can be obtained by an analytical development available in the literature (Huang et al. 1996) where is the permeability of the fixed-bed for the BioNOCII TM concentration , in ) and on the inlet velocity profile. The permeability of the fixed-bed is experimentally estimated on the fixed-bed bioreactor FBB 2 for the BioNOCII TM concentrations , and . The head loss ( in ) between the bottom and the top of the fixed-bed is measured. To improve the measurement accuracy, the height of the fixed-bed is increased to . The head loss is related to the permeability by the Darcy's law (Eq. (25) where is the dynamic viscosity of the culture medium in , is the culture medium density in and is the gravitational acceleration in ). The values of are determined by the comparison between the experimentally determined head loss and the computed head loss with Eq. (25). is related to the stacking porosity (Eq. (26)) (Niven 2002 The inlet velocity profile is assumed to be parabolic ( Figure 6 ). This assumption lies on the results obtained in a previous work where the flow in the pump has been numerically simulated by computational fluid dynamics (Gelbgras et al. 2010a ). The outlet of this pump is the inlet of the fixed-bed. In Figure 6 , the axial velocity at the outlet of the pump is compared to a parabolic profile. A flat profile is also used in a single simulation to study the influence of this profile on the cell concentrations gradients. These inlet velocity profiles are introduced in the model of Huang et al. (1996) to compute . 
Kinetic constant of the cell adherence rate
To determine the value of , several cell cultures are realized in the FFB 1 bioreactor (the experiments 1 to 3 in Table 4 corresponding to the simulation 1 in Table 6 ). During these cell cultures, the time evolution of the adhering cell concentration is followed at the top of the fixed-bed ( ). The small height of the bioreactor (1cm) enables to assume that the characteristic time of the cell convective transport is much smaller than the ). This assumption, verified later, implies the spatial homogeneity of in the fixed-bed. Therefore, in the operating conditions of the cell cultures 1 to 3, Eq. (1) simplifies to Eq. (27).
Eq. (27), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) can be analytically solved, leading to Eq. (28). The kinetic constant of the cell adherence rate is assumed much smaller than the kinetic constant of the cell capture rate ( , verified later). Therefore, Eq. (28) simplifies in Eq. (29). For a given value of , the time evolution of is computed with Eq. (29) and compared to the experimental data. The value of is adjusted to minimize the sum of the quadratic differences between the computed and the experimentally determined .
Kinetic constant of the cell capture rate
To determine , several cell cultures are realized in the FFB 2 bioreactor with various BioNOCII TM c o n c e n t r a t i o n s ( t h e e x p e r i m e n t s 4 t o 7 i n T a b l e 4 corresponding to the simulations 2 to 5 in Table 6 ). The four cell cultures are realized with the same . To obtain the same volume average at the end of the adherence phase, the volume of the culture medium in the bioreactor is set as a function of the BioNOCII TM concentration in the fixed-bed. During the cultures, the time evolution of the suspended cell concentration in the pump is followed. When this concentration is lower than 10% of the initial suspended cell concentration in the pump ( ), the cultures are stopped. Then, is measured on some sampled BioNOCII TM at the top ( ), the middle ( ) and the bottom ( of the fixed-bed. With the identified value of and for a given value of , the cell concentrations ( , and ) are computed using the submodel presented in section 3.1.1. The computed at the top, at the middle and at the bottom of the fixed-bed are compared to the experimental data. The value of is adjusted to minimize the sum of the quadratic differences between the computed and the experimentally determined . Table 4 corresponding to the simulations 6, 7 and 8 in Table 6 ). After the adherence phase, the time evolution of the adhering cell concentration is followed at the top of the fixed-bed ( ). The end of the adherence phase ( ) is defined as the time when 99% of the initial suspended cells in the pump are adhering to the fixed-bed. is calculated by Eq. (30) (deduced from Eq. (29)).
(30)
As in section 0, the small height of the bioreactor (1cm) enables to assume the spatial homogeneity of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed. During the cultures, the medium feeding rate is regulated. It is adapted to keep constant concentrations of the extracellular species. Therefore, the species are not limiting or inhibiting the cell growth. The specific growth rate of the cells is assumed to equal its maximal value. For these operating conditions, Eq. (7) can be analytically solved, leading to Eq. (31). The adhering cell concentration increases to reach a maximal cell concentration (
). This concentration is given by Eq. (32) (deduced from the first derivate test of Eq. (31)) and depends on and on the ratio . The comparison between computed with Eq. (31) and the experimental data does not enable the determination of the absolute values of and . An effective kinetic constant of the cell death rate ( ) is defined in Eq. (32). The values of and are adjusted to minimize the sum of the quadratic differences between the computed and the experimentally determined .
Monod and cellular metabolic constants
The Monod constants ( ) are identified from a review of the literature and the kinetic constants of the cell metabolic rates ( ) have been identified in a previous work where the metabolism is characterized by a network flux (Gelbgras et al. 2010b ). These constants are given in Table 10 . 
Model validation
Three cell cultures are realized in the fixed-bed bioreactor FBB 2 with different . The cultures are realized with same , the same BioNOCII TM concentration and the same volume of the culture medium in the bioreactor (experiments 10 to 12 in Table 5 ). At the end of the adherence phase ( , Eq. (30)), is measured at the bottom ( ) and at the top ( ) of the fixed-bed.
Simulations of these cultures (simulations 9 to 11 in Table 7 ) are realized using the submodels and the identified parameter values.
The computed and experimentally determined are compared to validate the submodels.
Dimensionless result representation
The axial velocity field is normalized by . The concentration fields are presented in a dimensionless space. is normalized by . is normalized by . A dimensionless homogeneity factor field of the adhering cell concentration is defined as the ratio of and . A homogeneity factor field of each extracellular species concentration is defined as the ratio of and . The characteristic time of the cell convective transport in the FFB 1 and the FBB 2 is between and , depending on the fixed-bed heights and on the volume average axial velocities.
To compute with the model of Huang et al. (1996) , it requires to know the values of the permeability and the Darcy number of the fixed-bed. The experimental measurements of the head loss as a function of for the BioNOCII TM concentrations , and are presented in Figure 7 . The linear trend lines (forced to intercept the point (0,0)) of the data are also presented in Figure 7 . Their slopes allow calculating the values of , and . These values as a function of are presented in Figure 8 . The linear trend line of these results is also presented in Figure 8 . From the equation of this linear trend line, the value of is extrapolated. The identified values of and the computed are presented in Table 11 . Using the identified values of the Darcy number (Table 11) , the inlet velocity profiles (Figure 6 ) and the model of Huang et al. (1996) , can be computed.
Kinetic constant of the cell adherence rate
The time evolution of the adhering cell number normalized by the initial suspended cell number in the pump during the adherence phase is presented in Figure 9 (experiments 1, 2 and 3). The estimated values of minimizing the difference between the computed , using Eq. (29), and the experimental data, are given in Table 12 . The mean value of equals 0.141 and is used in the following simulations. In Figure 9 , the time evolution of is simulated with the mean value of . Using the identified value of and Eq. (30), the duration of the adherence phase is evaluated and takes 30min. The identified value of is also used to estimate the characteristic time of the cell adherence. equals approximately 7min. 
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Kinetic constant of the cell capture rate
is estimated for the four BioNOCII TM concentrations (the experiments 4 to 7 corresponding to the simulations 2 to 5). The values of , minimizing the difference between the computed and the experimental data, are given in Table 13 . The experimental homogeneity factors of at the middle and at the top of the fixed-bed are presented in Figure 10 . The error bars given in Figure 10 are related to the relative error of the measurement method, which is estimated to 15%. The homogeneity factors computed using the submodel presented in section 3.1.1 and the identified parameter values are also presented in Figure 10 in order to compare with the experimental results. In these cell cultures, equals . For such a height, the gradient between the top and the bottom of the fixed-bed are significant. Therefore, the submodel simplified to identify (see section 0) cannot be used. Indeed, in this simplified submodel, the homogeneous carrier concentrations can be well described by a linear relation (Figure 11 ). The linear trend line is also presented in Figure 11 . This linearity is coherent with the theory of the granular filtration (Leclerc 1998) . The BioNOCII TM c a r r i e r concentration in the fixed-bed has to be selected considering the value of . The characteristic time of the cell capture is between 0.1 and 0.5min, depending on the BioNOCII TM carrier concentration. This time is much smaller than the characteristic time of the cell adherence, as it has been assumed in section 0. 
Maximal specific growth rate of the cells and effective kinetic constant of the cell death rate
The values of and are estimated from four cell cultures realized with various initial concentrations of the cell in suspension in the pump (the experiments 1, 2, 8 and 9 corresponding to the simulations 6 to 8). The values of and minimizing the difference between the computed , using (31), and the experimental data, are given in Table 14 . The mean values of and equal and , respectively. These mean values are used in the following simulations (simulations 12 to 19). The value of is computed using Eq. (32) and equals . For the identified values of and , the cell growth during the adherence phase can be considered negligible. It is verified the assumption required to decouple the model in two submodels (see Introduction).
The growth phase lasts approximately for 10days. In Figure 12 , the experimentally determined and the computed time evolutions of are compared (the simulations are realized using the mean values of and ). In this figure, is normalized by . The excellent agreement between both time evolutions of enables to confirm that the selection of the Verhulst logistic model is relevant to simulate the cell growth. This model enables to simulate the time evolution of during the whole growth phase using constants values of and (in opposite to a classical exponential model). 
Model validation
Several experimental cell cultures and simulations are realized. The comparison criterion of their results is the homogeneity factor of at the top of the fixedbed at the end of the adherence phase ( ). Three cell cultures are realized with different (experiments 10 to 12). The simulations (9 to 11) of these cell cultures are realized using the submodel presented in section 3.1.1 and the identified parameter values. The results are presented in Figure 13 . The simulations predict a homogeneity factor in agreement with the experimental data. A larger difference between the experiment and the simulation is observed for . All the simulations are realized with the same value of . Nevertheless, according to Leclerc (1998) , is a function of the characteristic time of convection (Eq. (33) where is positive constant). The value of has been identified for (see section 0). The real value of should be smaller than the value of used in the simulation. Therefore, the real homogeneity factor at is larger than the homogeneity factor computed in the simulation 11.
The good comparison between the computed homogeneity factor of at the top of the fixed-bed and the experimentally determined one enables to validate the model for the selected comparison criterion. 
Analysis of the homogeneity of
Solving the model equations enables to compute the fields of the homogeneity factor of and in the fixed-bed. For instance, the homogeneity factor field of at the end of the adherence phase for the simulation 19 is presented in Figure  14 . As it can be observed in Figure 14 , the gradients of at the end of the adherence phase can be large.
The model has been used to compute the field of concentration during the growth phase. The gradients of are very small. During an experimental cell culture, two oxygen sensors have been placed in the bioreactor: one in the medium at the inlet of the fixed-bed, another in the medium at the outlet of the fixed-bed. No significant difference between both experimentally determined has been observed during this culture, as it predicted by the model. The gradients of did not explain the magnitude of the cell concentration gradients. These results have led to consider that the homogeneity of at the end of the adherence phase is very important. Therefore, the model is used to simulate several operating conditions to analyze the homogeneity factor of at the end of the adherence phase. In Table 15 , the characteristic times of the cell convective transport, the cell capture and the cell adherence are presented for the different configurations of the
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Chemical Product and Process Modeling, Vol. 6 [2011 ], Iss. 1, Art. 13 DOI: 10.2202 /1934 -2659 .1522 bioreactors. The characteristic time of the adherence is much larger than the characteristic times of the capture and the transport. Therefore, the adherence kinetic is not a critical phenomenon that controls the cell concentration homogeneity in the fixed-bed. If the cell capture is slow, the gradients of are small and thus the cell convection transport enables to reach the homogeneous field of . In Table 15 , the characteristic time of the capture and the convective transport are in the same range. These two phenomena can thus strongly influence the cell concentration homogeneity. Four simulations are realized with various BioNOCCII TM c a r r i e r concentrations implying various values of (simulations 2 to 5). These values of imply various values of . In Figure 15 , the homogeneity factor of the adhering cell concentration at the top of the fixed-bed ( ) after 30min ( ) is presented for the different BioNOCCII TM carrier concentrations and for the different values of . The value of is the same for the four simulations and equals 10s. The cell concentration homogeneity factor increases when the ratio increases. If increases, the cell convective transport enables to reach a best homogeneous field of and thus a homogeneity factor of close to 1. At the beginning of the process, the capture phenomenon can have a strongly influence on the homogeneity of in the fixed-bed, if is not satisfied. It can be complicated to reduce the value of and thus to increase the value of in order to satisfy . Indeed, the value of depends on the kind of carriers, their porosity, their stacking, etc. It can be easier to reduce the value of . To study the influence of the cell convective transport on the homogeneity factor of the adhering cell concentration in the fixed-bed, simulations are realized with different volume average velocities and different inlet velocity profiles.
In Figure 13 , it is observed that the increase of leads to an increasing homogeneity of in the fixed-bed. With an increasing velocity and a same height of the fixed-bed bioreactor, the ratio increases. Two simulations are realized with two different velocity fields computed with two different inlet velocity profiles (a parabolic and a flat profile, simulations 12 and 13). The homogeneity factor of at the top of the fixed-bed is presented in Figure 16 . The inlet velocity profile has a significant influence on the homogeneity factor of . A flat inlet velocity profile enables to reach a homogeneity factor closer to 1 and a better radial homogeneity than a parabolic profile. It has to be considered for the design of the grid at the inlet of the fixedbed.
To study the influence of the geometry parameters of the fixed-bed on the homogeneity of , several simulations are realized with various values of and , implying various values of (simulations 14 to 19). In these simulations, is kept constant. The homogeneity factors of at the top of the fixed-bed ( ) at the end of the adherence phase are presented in Figure 17 . As it can be observed, a radial scale-up of the fixed-bed should be preferred to an axial scale-up. For the same and , an increasing and a decreasing enable to increase the ratio . Therefore, the fields of , and are more homogeneous. As it is shown in this section, a good homogeneity of in the fixed-bed at the end of the adherence phase is reached if the characteristic time of convection is smaller than the characteristic time of the cell capture and the characteristic time of the cell adherence (Eq. (34)). If Eq. (34) is verified, the cell capture is slower that the cell convective transport. The circulation of the flow enables the homogenization of in the fixed-bed. The fields of and will also be homogeneous in the fixed-bed. Therefore, the operating conditions of 
Conclusions
In this work, a mathematical model of the fixed-bed bioreactor is developed to study the influence of several operating conditions on the homogeneity of the cell and the species concentrations in the fixed-bed. In this model, four cell populations are considered: the cells in suspension in the medium, the captured cells by the fixed-bed in suspension in the medium, the adhering cells to the fixedbed and the dead cells. The model includes a spatial distribution of the extracellular species concentrations. This model takes into account: the culture medium flow, the capture of the suspended cell by the fixed-bed, the cell adherence to the fixed-bed, the cell growth with a maximal cell concentration in the fixed-bed imposed by the available surface on the carriers and the cell death. The model is split in two submodels, one for the adherence phase and one for the growth phase.
A first group of cell cultures and simulations is realized to identify some models parameters. The parameters of the simulations are adjusted to minimize the difference between the experimentally determined and the computed results.
A second group of cell cultures and simulations is realized. The experimentally determined and the computed homogeneity factor of the adhering cell concentration at the top of the fixed-bed at the end of the adherence phase are compared. The model enables to simulate this homogeneity factor in agreement with the experimental results. Therefore, this comparison enables to validate the model.
A third group of simulation is realized to analyze the homogeneity of the cell concentration in the fixed-bed. It has been emphasized that the gradients of the adhering cell concentration develop during the adherence phase. Although this phase is much shorter than the growth phase (30min≪10days), the homogeneity control during this phase is crucial for the good progress of the whole process. Therefore, the model is used to study the adherence phase.
The characteristic time of the several phenomena taking place during the adherence phase are analyzed. It is established that a good homogeneity of the cell concentrations in the fixed-bed at the end of the adherence phase is reached if the characteristic time of cell convective transport is smaller than the characteristic time of the cell capture and of the cell adherence. If it is verified, the cell capture is slow, implying that the gradients of are small. Therefore, the fields of
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Chemical Product and Process Modeling, Vol. 6 [2011 ], Iss. 1, Art. 13 DOI: 10.2202 /1934 -2659 .1522 and are also homogeneous. The operating conditions of the process and the design of the fixed-bed bioreactor have to be selected to satisfy this criterion.
The capture phenomenon has a large influence on the cell concentration homogeneity because its characteristic time is closer to this of the cell convective transport. The kinetic constant of the cell capture rate is proportional to the carrier concentration in the fixed-bed. For this reason, this carrier concentration has to be selected considering this relation. To increase the homogeneity factor field of the cell concentration during the adherence phase, the axial velocity can be increased. It has been showed that the selection of the suitable inlet velocity profile is an interesting solution to increase the homogeneity of the fixed-bed. A flat inlet velocity profile should be used. Therefore, the design of the grid which keeps the carrier in the fixed-bed could be modified to generate a flat inlet velocity profile. For the design of the bioreactor, a radial scale-up should be preferred to an axial scale-up in order to reduce the characteristic time of the cell convective transport. 
Notations
